Letters to the Editor
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To the Editor: We thank Swainson and Khullar for their
comments on our recent review on oral ketamine for depression.1
Swainson and Khullar comment that their clinical experience with
sublingual (SL) ketamine differs from the results of our systematic
review. They make an important comment on the differences in
bioavailability of SL versus oral ketamine, as we have commented
on previously as well.1,2 They go on to suggest that the response rate
to SL ketamine may be similar to that of intravenous (IV) ketamine.
While we appreciate these comments and clinical observations,
we are troubled by the conclusions of the letter that are
unsubstantiated by the information presented by the authors.
The authors comment based on their clinical experience that
“tolerability has been excellent [with SL ketamine]. Efficacy has
yielded response approximately one-third of the time, in keeping
with response rates for IV ketamine.” However, no clinical data
are presented by the authors, as they do not comment on how
many patients they have treated, the level of treatment resistance
(eg, number of antidepressant failures), suicidality, concomitant
treatments used, or the time to onset of antidepressant effects.
Clinical observations are incredibly important and have
historically led to the discovery of many important interventions
in psychiatry. However, caution is still needed in placing too much
weight on clinical observations in the absence of replicated evidence.
Moreover, clinical observations described in brief letters to the
editor have at times had profound negative impacts by creating
false assumptions that are perpetuated over time as clinical lore.3,4
As such, we must be extremely cautious in making any assumptions
about the risks and benefits of SL or oral ketamine based on clinical
experience alone in the absence of scientific evidence.
Taken together, we stand firmly by our conclusions that oral
ketamine should not be recommended; the presented information
by Swainson and Khullar, along with the papers reviewed in our
original systematic review, do not support the use of oral ketamine.
We agree that more research is certainly needed and merited as the
convenience, availability, and scalability of oral/SL ketamine would

routinely exposed to an untested, potentially hazardous treatment
simply because it is more convenient or accessible. In difficult,
exceptional cases, if SL ketamine is prescribed off-label, providers
would need to have a very clear and explicit conversation about
the limits of available data; providers should not suggest to patients
that this treatment has already been shown to be generally safe and
effective, as this has yet to be established.
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